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Introduction
Operational resilience, already one of risk management’s fastest-evolving areas, has been
thrust even further into the limelight because of COVID-19. One individual we spoke with
described the current crisis as possibly the most extreme case study you could think of for
testing resilience planning.
Since lockdowns began, organisations across all sectors have been implementing crisis plans. We were keen to
understand what financial services firms globally had put in place over the last year; since regulators, particularly in the
UK, began to make stipulations around process mapping, understanding of impact tolerances and running increased
scenario testing.
In this paper we have summarised the views taken from a broad range of leaders in both first and second line risk
management.
As human capital specialists our focus is less on process and technical aspects but more on talent and the impact on
peoples’ roles and responsibilities. Importantly, we have also asked people what they think the long term impact of
COVID-19 will be on their planning - and what will change moving forward?
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Defining Operational Resilience:
The definition of operational resilience has a profound impact on some of the people and talent related questions, so we
will cover it briefly.
In the UK, as driven by the regulators, operational resilience is a very broad church and covers a wide range of risk
disciplines. One first line Global Head of Resilience at a UK bank’s remit includes technology, third party, operations and
cyber resilience; as well as taking in capital, liquidity and reputational risks, crisis management and business continuity
management.
In the US, some have commented that the term resiliency can have a narrower meaning and is often used
interchangeably with cyber resiliency. This has influenced the profile of individuals within resilience functions on the two
sides of the Atlantic. UK firms have needed to include a much wider range of skills as they are focused on a managing a
broader range of risks.
Also, what is understood by resilience has definitely changed within the last two years. One risk leader in the UK
commented that “resilience planning previously focused on the impact on your firm and the time it takes for recovery”,
but there has been a fundamental shift in how it is viewed. Now the focus is on customer outcomes and an end to end
assessment of what needs to happen for customers to get good service.
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Executive Summary

No consistent global approach
Overall, there is no uniform and consistent global approach to how firms are structuring themselves as they
write new policies, embed new frameworks and increase capability to ensure operational resilience and meet
regulatory requirements.

The COO is (generally) the accountable executive
Most, but not all, agree that the COO or another leader within the first line should be the accountable
executive for operational resilience. Everyone agreed that second line risk management functions have a key
role to play.

First & Second Line Functions
Of the firms that have made structural changes, made senior appointments and built out teams, some firms
now have a large resilience function in the first line, while others have a large Resilience Risk function in the
second line. Several have created dedicated functions in both the first and second line.

UK strict 3 lines of defence model
In the UK, many large firms have a strict 3 lines of defence model with a skilled, capable and well-staffed first
line resilience function setting policy and assisting the first line to set up controls to ensure resilience, whilst
also having a pure second line Resilience Risk function providing oversight and challenge of this.

Some European firms have taken a difference approach
Some firms that have not adopted this model, including some of the European organisations we spoke with,
have opted to create a large, more hands-on second line Resilience Risk function, to achieve the same thing.

US firms favour a more technology focused role
In the US more technology focused Chief Resilience Officer roles have been created, and second line
operational risk functions have built out capability to provide effective challenge.

Asia-Pac responses have been more mixed
In Asia-Pac there were mixed responses with some firms mirroring the UK approach and others having a
similar approach to the US or some of the large European firms.

Increased focus is here to stay
Whilst some commented that the current crisis has made ‘resilience’ into a buzzword and downplayed
whether wholesale changes have taken place or are needed, most acknowledge that the crisis has
highlighted genuine weakness and that an increased focus on it was here to stay, with regulators globally
likely to require organisations to take further actions.
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Accountability:

Who is accountable for operational resilience?

•

The COO is the executive accountable for operational resilience at most firms

•

Some firms have split accountability between multiple first line executives, e.g. CTO,
COO, CFO

•

Other firms have split accountability between the COO and CRO

•

COOs at most of the large UK headquartered banks now have a direct report holding
the role of Head of Resilience

•

COOs at some US firms have created Chief Resilience Officer roles in their function

•

Many feel that although the CRO is not generally directly accountable they and their
team need to play a very hands on role

The majority of firms headquartered in the UK have made the COO
the executive accountable for operational resilience. However, this
was not clear cut. Most people also felt that others had a key role to
play, commenting there was a view that it was best to have as many
good people involved, who could add value to setting up the
resilience framework.
Some have opted for split accountability, sometimes as a result of
the roles and responsibilities of the members of the Executive
Committee. For example, in one firm we spoke with the CIO, Head
of Operations and the Head of Legal share the accountability for
ensuring operational resilience.
Some of the larger UK headquartered businesses have created the
role of Head of Resilience. Where these roles exist we have only
seen them as part of the COO’s function.
Others have had a harder time in getting buy in and investment
from their executive teams. At one mainland Europe headquartered
firm, the development of the resilience framework was a joint
venture between the second line Third Party Risk and Business
Continuity Management (BCM) teams. They had to work hard to
help the Executive Committee to understand what resilience risk is
and to get someone at Executive Committee level to take ownership
of it. After a debate over whether it should be owned and driven by
the first or second line, the Executive Committee ownership and
accountability is now shared between the COO and the CRO.
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Accountability:

Who is accountable for operational resilience?

All across EMEA felt that risk had a key role to play and
many felt that, although in most cases the CRO was not
the accountable executive, the risk function needed to use
their expertise to help design the solution, and assist in
both the set up and continual enhancement, rather than
purely provide oversight and challenge.

In the US views on the ownership of accountability for
operational resilience were more mixed. A number of
firms have created the role of Chief Resilience Officer;
often, but not always, part of the COO’s function. Where
these roles exist they are often very closely aligned to the
role of the Chief Data Officer, in line with the narrower
traditional US definition of resiliency as being very cyber
focused.
One second line head of third party risk we spoke with at
a US headquartered bank stated that the Chief Data
Officer had been given additional responsibility for first
line resilience and their job title changed to Chief
Resilience Officer. They felt that although this role was
given to the Chief Data Officer, there was now an
acknowledgement that resilience was about more than
purely data and resilience is a, ‘multi-player sport’ needing
input from others to ensure mitigation of more risk types.
Some firms, particularly in asset management, have made
the CRO accountable for resilience. Others commented
that while overall accountability for ensuring that
resilience planning is effective falls to the Chief Risk
Officer, the first line is firmly responsible for execution.
Others described accountability sitting with multiple
members of the executive leadership team with every
business division and function responsible for their own
plans.
Within Asia-Pac, there were a range of responses with
some echoing the UK view of the COO being accountable
and others mirroring the view of some in the US that
multiple individuals across the leadership team were
accountable.
The role that the risk function plays is directly linked to
whether there was a Head of Resilience or a Chief
Resilience Officer in the first line. Where these roles did
not exist the risk function was required to be much more
hands on in pulling together all the first line participants
necessary to ensure resilience, including cyber,
technology, data, operations and third part management.

THE EXECUTIVE
ACCOUNTABLE FOR
RESILIENCE IS THE COO BUT

RISK, AND IN PARTICULAR
OPERATIONAL RISK, HAS A
KEY ROLE TO PLAY AND
NEEDS TO USE THEIR
EXPERTISE TO HELP DESIGN
THE SOLUTION, RATHER

THAN PURELY PROVIDE
OVERSIGHT AND
CHALLENGE.
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Creation of first line roles:

Head of Resilience Vs Chief Resilience Officer

•

First Line Heads of Resilience have been appointed at some large UK banks, with broad
remits covering a wide range of risk types, often managing large global teams

•

The similar role of Chief Resilience Officer in the US is often more cyber and
technology focused

•

Where these roles do not exist, heads of technology, operations and finance are
responsible for ensuring resilience frameworks are in place and are often challenged
and held to account by their first line control officer

•

Most firms outside of large banks have not created Head of Resilience or Chief
Resilience Officer roles and are waiting for further guidance from regulators

•

There has been significant hiring in first line vendor management and BCM as new
roles are created

Where UK banks have created Head of Resilience positions
within the first line, these individuals have broad roles
connecting all the areas that can lead to disruption of the
firm’s ability to deliver services to clients. Their remit can
cover technology, third party, operations and cyber resilience;
as well as taking in capital, liquidity and reputational risks,
crisis management and BCM. These individuals have
frequently been recruited internally and often have a
background in first line controls.
The individuals in these roles have teams of up to 120 people
globally and are responsible for ensuring there is the
framework, process and methodology to ensure resilience
across all of the different functions. They are the face of
firmwide operational resilience to the Executive Committee,
board and regulators, and report either to the COO or to one
of their direct reports, for example the Head of Security. They
are also responsible for coordinating crisis response actions.
Other firms do not have one individual coordinating and
ensuring there is a firmwide resilience plan in place. At these
firms resilience planning is a coordinated effort from senior
leaders across technology, operations, finance and other
areas, with their respective control officer ensuring they have
the right processes in place.
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Creation of first line roles:

Head of Resilience Vs Chief Resilience Officer

At a UK start-up fintech where accountability for resilience is split
between three members of the Executive Committee, each is
separately responsible for resilience planning in their function.
All of these leadership members rely heavily on their Controls
Officer to ensure it is done effectively. As a start-up, they have
benefitted from being able to build in resiliency from the ground
up, rather than working around an existing, often complex,
infrastructure.
A number of the European headquartered banks have opted to
have very lean resilience functions in the first line. One such
bank has created a Head of Operational Resilience role within
the COO’s function and moved someone internally into this role
with a second line BCM background. This individual manages a
small team and will be focused on implementation, although
progress has been slow to date. Other European banks have
built second line resilience risk functions but do not have one
particular individual coordinating resilience activity within the
first line.
In the US, some larger banks and Financial Market Utilities FMUs
are creating Chief Resilience Officer positions, and either
expanding an existing leadership role, for example a Chief
Digital Officer or Chief Information Security Officer, or making,
often high profile, external hires. In the US, these role generally
sit within the function of a COO or CIO and have more of a
cyber, information security and technology focus than their
counterparts in the UK.
One individual commented that despite the trend for some firms
to create the role of Chief Resilience Officer, there are still not
many in the market and those that exist have technology or
information security backgrounds.
Other firms in the US, outside of the large banks and FMUs,
particularly on the buy side, have not made any dedicated
resilience focused hires within the first line, but are reviewing the
situation and awaiting additional guidance from regulators.

ONE INDIVIDUAL
COMMENTED THAT DESPITE
THE TREND FOR SOME
FIRMS TO CREATE THE ROLE
OF CHIEF RESILIENCE
OFFICER, THERE STILL
AREN’T MANY IN THE
MARKET AND THOSE THAT
EXIST [IN THE US] HAVE

TECHNOLOGY OR
INFORMATION SECURITY
BACKGROUNDS.

While most of the new Heads of Resilience and Chief Resilience
Officers’ functions have been filled with internal hires, there have
also been a significant number of resilience related external
hires, particularly in vendor management, which most firms have
highlighted as an area that they have enhanced. Some vendor
management functions have increased from a handful of people
to over 80, with most of this coming from external hires.
New heads of BCM within the first line have been hired as
expectations and operating level of these functions increases.
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Creation of second line roles:
Head of Resilience Risk

•

Second line Heads of Resilience Risk have been appointed at some large UK and
European headquartered banks, asset managers and insurers

•

Heads of Resilience Risk generally report to the Head of Operational Risk. In some

cases they report to the CRO and are peers of the Head of Operational Risk
•

BCM teams are sometimes part of Resilience Risk functions, where they exist, but
Heads of Resilience Risk do not often have a BCM background

•

Some European banks have created large second line Resilience Risk functions which
are playing a very active role in both writing resilience standards and setting up and
embedding the framework, as there is often not one person coordinating resilience
activity in the first line

•

In US there has been hiring in both Operational Risk teams and also Business BCM
functions, which often report to the Head of Operational Risk

Many UK headquartered businesses have created the role
of Head of Resilience Risk in the second line and built
teams under these individuals.
For most firms, the newly appointed Head of Resilience
Risk reports to the Head of Operational Risk or Head of
Non-Financial Risk. However, in a few cases Head of
Second Line Resilience Risk roles have been created with
the incumbents being peers of the Head of Operational
Risk.
In one large asset manager, the CRO’s role title changed
to Chief Risk & Resilience Officer, and Head of
Operational Risk became the Head of Operational &
Resilience Risk. Under this latter individual there are now
two sub-teams: an Operational Risk team and a separate
dedicated Resilience Risk team.
The new Resilience Risk team contains people with BCM
and disaster recovery experience, as well as individuals
with technology risk, transformation and third party risk
knowledge.
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Creation of second line roles:

Head of Resilience Vs Chief Resilience Officer

A number of large European banks have created sizeable
second line resilience risk teams. In one firm a large team has
been created by combining the BCM team with the already
established technology, cyber and third party risk teams, under
the newly-created role of Global Head of Resilience Risk. The
person taking on this role previously held a senior regional
leadership role in the non-financial risk function. At another
European headquartered bank firm they have created a Third
Party & Resilience Risk team, which sits alongside the
Technology Risk team. Both teams form part of the Global Head
of Non-Financial Risk’s function.
In both of these instances, the second line Resilience Risk
function have played and continue to play an active, hands on
role, not just in writing policies but assisting in the setting up of
controls, as there is either not a single person in the first line
coordinating resilience activity, or because the function in the
first line is small and in its infancy.

Where second line Resilience Risk functions have been created,
they often include the BCM functions that the firm already had
in place. Some have commented that traditional BCM functions
do not have the technical capability or status to meet the new
requirements around operational resilience. As a result, the
creation of an effective Resilience Risk function is not about
adding to the BCM team but creating a totally new function of
which BCM is one strand. Although some BCM leaders have
taken on Head of Resilience Risk roles, most are risk officers with
broader experience.
A lot of the hiring for newly created Resilience Risk teams has
been done by moving people internally. However, there has also
been a significant amount of external hiring to ensure the right
mix of skills exists in the team. One person we spoke to
commented that their BCM team was perceived by some as
being outdated and was struggling due to a lack of technology
understanding, and that to create an effective Resilience Risk
team they would need individuals with different a profile and
experience.
As stated above, views in the US were more mixed on who
owned the accountability for operational resilience, with some
feeling the CRO should take on this role. Where this was the
case the CRO would delegate day to day responsibility for
resilience to the Head of Operational Risk. Some individuals we
spoke to said that the increased focus on resilience has meant
growth of operational risk functions, and increased hiring to
ensure individuals with the right knowledge of technology, cyber
and third party risk provide effective guidance and challenge to
the first line.

SOME HAVE COMMENTED
THAT TRADITIONAL BCM
FUNCTIONS DO NOT HAVE

THE TECHNICAL CAPABILITY
OR STATUS TO MEET THE
NEW REQUIREMENTS
AROUND OPERATIONAL
RESILIENCE. AS A RESULT,
THE CREATION OF AN

EFFECTIVE RESILIENCE RISK
FUNCTION IS NOT ABOUT
ADDING TO THE BCM TEAM
BUT CREATING A TOTALLY
NEW FUNCTION OF WHICH
BCM IS ONE STRAND.
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Summary:

Talent in Demand

The changes outlined above have led to certain skill sets being more in demand:

Technology Risk & Control
Whether commenting on first line resilience or second line Resilience Risk functions, it is clear
that firms have focused on ensuring they have the right mix of technical skills and experience.
The most highlighted were risk and control experience relating to technology, third party
management, cyber, information security and BCM.

Expert Influencers
In additional to relevant technical expertise leaders, everyone we spoke with agreed that the
leaders in the space, to be successful, would need to have exceptional stakeholder
management and influencing skills and the ability to drive change and embed frameworks
within highly complex, regulated organisations.

Agility
Most Operational Resilience and Resilience Risk leaders are in roles that are broader than any
they have done before. One risk leader in the UK commented that people with the broad
Resilience Risk skill set that is needed generally do not exist, so people are approaching it
from different angles and needing to broaden their skills set. Successful resilience leaders now
and in the future will be those that are agile and adaptable.

Out of Sector Talent
Some firms in the UK have looked outside of financial services for talent, focusing on
industries that have traditionally invested more in operational resilience; such as
telecommunications, where operational resilience has been a been a higher priority for
longer.

Technology Background
It was also felt by many, especially in the US, that it was essential that senior resilience leaders
had a strong technology understanding and ideally had begun their careers in technology
roles, so that they are able to both comprehend the risks and also challenge effectively.

A Hybrid of Technology & Risk
Individuals who have spent time in more than one function and have experience which
includes roles in both technology and operations as well as first line controls / second line risk
are highly sought after.
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Lessons Learnt:

…. from the COVID-19 crisis

Organisations, whatever their state of readiness to respond to the crisis, have consistently
highlighted areas in which they have learnt significant lessons, and also changes that they plan
to make.
It is no longer a drill!

Outsourcing & Third Party Risk

Operational resilience planning is longer an academic
exercise, there is now an understanding that you need to
allocate enough resource to get it right.

Suppliers have been found by some to be the weak link in
their resilience planning. Most firms are planning to
enhance their first and second line Third Party / Vendor
Management functions.

Historically the focus was much more on financial risk; now
there is a true appreciation that strong operational risk is
essential to be able to continue to ensure deliver effectively
to customers.

Some are discussing plans to bring certain activities that
have been outsourced back in house so that it is easier to
manage risks.

Creation of senior roles

Offshoring

Now, with the acceptance of the need for proper resilience
planning at executive level across the board, many firms
that had not appointed Heads of Resilience / Chief
Resilience Officers in the first line and / or Heads of
Resilience Risk in the second line, will move to either hire
individuals to do these roles or move people internally.

Some firms have faced challenges through having vital
services carried out in offshore locations where technology
capability has been less reliable than onshore locations.

Is there a permanent need for these roles?
There will be some individuals in the challenging markets
we will face for the next few years who will be looking to cut
costs and will ask the question ‘if we made it through the
extreme stress scenario of COVID-19 why do we need to
invest further in operational resilience’.

Increased focus on technology risks
The current crisis has undoubtably highlighted some of the
major technology risks, such as cyber and information
security, that face organisations and impact their ability to
continue to operate effectively, particularly with more staff
working remotely.
One firm quickly realised that the vast majority, as much as
90%, of the issues that the current and future crises are
likely to throw up are technology based.

Technology background
It was also felt by many, especially in the US, that it was
essential that senior resilience leaders had a strong
technology understanding and ideally had begun their
careers in technology roles, so that they are able to both
comprehend the risks and also challenge effectively.

A Hybrid of Technology & Risk
Individuals who have spent time in more than one function
and have experience which includes roles in both
technology and operations as well as first line controls /
second line risk are highly sought after.

Many will review their location strategy and concentration
risks, and some may bring certain activities back onshore,
and ensure each region is resilient in its own right.

More scrutiny on crisis planning
Conversations relating to disaster recovery will be elevated
and this will lead to increased accuracy and realism about
how bad worst case scenarios could be. Some of the
planning pre COVID-19 has been shown to have been wildly
inaccurate.
Some mainstays of crisis planning, such as pivoting to
servers in another region to ensure continued operational
resilience, have been cast into doubt by the global nature of
the crisis.

Remote working & second sites
The ability for people to work from home has been shown
to be a solid fallback for many crisis scenarios. Previously
there was a lot of analysis, time spent and investment in
recovery sites. For many scenarios the significant cost of
second sites is not justifiable.
There will be better processes implemented, with clear
guidelines on when people must start working remotely in
response to a crisis.

Office space
Closely connected to the above, as widely documented,
many firms are reviewing their real estate needs and costs
and will look to make savings in this area, as staff move to
more remote working permanently.
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London

peter.johnson@leathwaite.com
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Leathwaite was established
with one clear purpose: to
create meaningful change
through exceptional people.

Guided by our unique
company values:

David Carden, Partner

Rachel Kalogiannis, Consultant

New York

New York

david.carden@leathwaite.com

rachel.kalogiannis@leathwaite.com

Be Distinctive
You cannot lead by following. We help
clients, candidates and colleagues
understand why we are different from the
competition, and how this makes us best
placed to help them achieve their
objectives.

Maintain Humility
James Lawrence-Brown, Partner

Emily Woodward, Consultant

Hong Kong

Hong Kong

james.lawrence-brown@leathwaite.com

emily.woodward@leathwaite.com

A culture in which the hierarchy is flat and
everyone is open and accessible to others,
enables sharing and collaboration. We do
not allow title, rank or ego to cloud this
thinking.

Compete Together

Chris Rowe, Partner

Cecilia Burns, Consultant

Zurich

Zurich

chris.rowe@leathwaite.com

cecilia.burns@leathwaite.com

A great team is bigger than the sum of its
parts. By pushing in the same direction
and driving towards collective goals
simultaneously, we will ultimately achieve
more and so will our clients.
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Appendix 1:
Online Case Studies
Each of the case studies / interviews conducted to complete this paper is available to read via
the Leathwaite website.
To access the interviews, please just click on the JOB TITLE:

1. Chief Risk Officer:

Global Asset Management & Insurance Firm, UK

2. Head of Non-Financial Risk:

Fintech, UK

3. Global Head of Third Party Risk Mgmt:

4. Head of Technology Risk:

Global Bank, UK

5. Chief Non-Financial Risk Officer:
6. Head of Operational Risk:

7. Chief Risk Officer:

Global Bank, US

Global Asset Manager, US

Financial Market Utility, US

8. Head of Operational Risk:

Global Investment Bank, US

9. Chief Operating Officer, Risk:

10. Risk Officer:

Global Custodian Bank, UK

Global Bank, Hong Kong

Asset Manager, Luxembourg

11. Chief Economist:

European Regulatory Agency, Frankfurt
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